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1. Linking multi-disciplinary data sources for a historical research platform
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The problem of information access is a challenge in making digitised data sources available. Historians need to identify information in digital material pools, scattered across collections and often lacking semantic links to a topic of interest. This problem is addressed by the development of various collection-specific metadata schemas, such as MARC 21 (Library of Congress, 2010), and generic metadata schemas, such as the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI, 2011). Moreover, diverse metadata schemas are mapped to each other (Bountouri and Gergatsoulis, 2009), or to custom (Liao et al., 2010) or standard ontologies (Louri et al., 2009), such as the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC, 2006). A dominant trend in recent approaches is the linked-data approach (Berners-Lee, 2006; Bizer et al. 2009). Besides information access, the amount and the complexity of information accessible gives rise to an information presentation challenge, whereby data overviews should highlight interesting data aspects requiring detailed inspection. Additionally, for digital methods to support collaborative research, the problem of information validation and sharing must be addressed. This issue calls for transparency of data and methods and reproducibility of results, or verification of the arguments made. It also entails validation of computational results and algorithmic processes determining information access, in such a way that the eventual data or system limitations and biases are known and the processes are trustworthy and verifiable.

In our work, we address these challenges of information access, presentation, validation and sharing from a twofold research perspective:

I. Integration and semantic linking of existing, multidisciplinary data sources;
II. Development of a research platform that supports access, presentation, validation and sharing of complex, interlinked data.

Our particular domain of application relates to the history of botanical drug components from the New World in the early modern period (17-18th century). More specifically, it concerns highlighting phenomena denoting developmental processes of remedies or drug trajectories, such as the evolution of economic importance, ethical attitudes, scientific interests, trade and knowledge circulation (Gijswijt-Hofstra et al., 2002; Pieters, 2004; Friedrich and Müller-Jahncke, 2009; Klein & Pieters, 2016).

For this purpose, we integrate sources comprising of pharmaceutical data, such as the Pharmaceutical Historical Thesaurus (Klein & van den Hooff, 2013), archaeobotanical data, such as RADAR (van Haaster & Brinkemper, 1995; RCE, 2013), botanical data, such as the National Herbarium of the Netherlands (Creuwels, 2014), the Economic Botany database (Hoffman, 2011) and the Snippendaal Catalogue database (van Reenen, 2007), colonial trade data, such as the database of the accounting books (Boekhouder-Generaal) of the Dutch East India Company (Schooneveld-Oosterling et al., 2013) and linguistic dictionaries, such as the Chronological Dictionary of Dutch (van der Sijs, 2001).

A notable recent approach to the issue of digital formats integration is the one adopted in the Timbuctoo infrastructure (Andersen, 2013). Most approaches opt for conversion to a recommended metadata schema, such as SKOS (Miles & Bechhofer, 2009), or a common data model such as the Europeana Data Model (EDM, 2016). However, apart from the diversity of digital formats an
important aspect in integration lies in the reuse and re-purposing of resources originally built for a different audience and purpose.

In our approach, integration entails concept mapping, not only across disciplines, but also in time. Thus, data source integration calls for support for the evolution of science from the 16th century onwards to re-classify and re-define concepts. Additionally, it entails dealing with phenomena of historical term variation and ambiguity which gradually give way to spelling standardisation and current nomenclature conventions in e.g. botany and biology. Furthermore, we account for under-specificity and ambiguity of information found in historical sources while maintaining associations with potentially related concepts and context. Most importantly, we provide references for information provenance tracing and validation. For these purposes, we resort to designing our own ontology, where e.g. ambiguous terms are connected to multiple concepts, temporal periods and reference sources, and where mappings are provided across essential historical and current taxonomies. Our data sources are semi-automatically enriched with additional information, such as geographical coordinates and named entities. Moreover, inconsistencies within and across data sets are semi-automatically identified and normalised. Finally, data sources are integrated following a linked data approach allowing for extensions to other linked open data and eventually capitalising on techniques such as reasoning, which may extend explicit information in our data sets with implicitly inferred information.

Our Time Capsule research platform\(^9\) implements our solutions to information access, presentation and validation challenges. It is a scalable working platform currently querying more than 55 million RDF triples. It is often difficult for a non-expert user to perform queries, either because they are unfamiliar with the required terminology, or because they are unfamiliar with the underlying data model. Our solution to this issue lies in providing two querying strategies, one that supports a faceted, exploratory, guided search and browsing of information by means of links, photos, and keyword auto-completion suggestions and one that supports the creation of ad hoc queries. Our exploratory search mode is intended to engage a wider audience and reveal to both experts and non-expert users the underlying data content and structure. Ad hoc queries are in essence ad hoc RDF SPARQL queries (Prud'hommeaux & Seaborne, 2008) to our data. However, given that most users are neither familiar with SPARQL, nor with the content and structure of our datastore, a query wizard is provided that assists users in forming natural language queries, such as "Which drug component(s) are made out of the plant Acorus calamus L. and which parts of the plant were used?"

Search results are presented as an overview of all available information on the query topic and users may "zoom-in" on specific information by following links that provide more detailed geographical, temporal and concept relation visualisations. Such visualisations are mainly intended to provide overviews in the evolution of phenomena related to drug trajectories, such as for instance change in a plant part used as medical ingredient, trade routes of botanical products, or geographical distributions in time of known concepts in Latin/scientific terms vs. lay terms, the latter indicating public knowledge and familiarity with a given plant or drug.
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\(^9\) Time Capsule system: http://timecapsule.science.uu.nl/timecapsule/#/login Logging in as a Guest allows full access to the system functionality except saving your search results.
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Over the last decade, natural history museums in and beyond the Netherlands have heavily invested in digitizing and extracting biodiversity information from manuscript and specimen collections (Heerlien et al. 2015; Pethers and Huertas, 2015; Svensson, 2015). In particular handwritten fieldnotes describing occurrences of species in nature (see illustration) form an important but often neglected starting point for researchers interested in long-term habitat developments of a specific area and the history of scientific ordering, writing and collecting practices (Blair 2010; Bourget 2010; Eddy 2016). In order to disclose handwritten descriptions of flora and fauna and related specimen and drawings collections, natural history museums usually resort to manual enrichment methods such as full text transcription or keyword tagging (Ridge 2014; Franzoni et al. 2014). Often these methods rely on crowdsourcing, where online volunteers annotate pages with unstructured textual labels (Field Book Project 2016). More recently, curators of archives, data scientists and historians have started to experiment with semi-automatic annotation systems for historical manuscript collections such as the MONK system (Schomaker et al. 2016). Since MONK is a supervised learning system, a large amount of properly recognized textual labels is necessary to safeguard the system’s recognition abilities.

Thus, although such practices have the potential to yield high quality data, merely annotating pages with unstructured textual labels raises two problems: First, without suggestions driven by semantic...